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More features continued on next page

Unlimited Technical Support.  Don’t chance ever being down when our techs can be just one click away.  This is the best 
insurance policy ever! * 

Patient Texting Module.  Extremely easy-to-use patient texting that is already fully integrated into your existing software – 
it doesn’t get better than this!*

Online Kiosk Module.  Let your patients enter their registration and consent information online from home or on a tablet 
PC!  The days of deciphering  patient handwriting are long gone!*+

One Hour Training.  Let us train your team on DentiMax 18 so that they can hit the ground running with all of its new 
time-saving, money-making features! * 

Appointment Book Pro.  View appointments in day, week, and monthly views, create multiple views of the schedule with 
di�erent time settings, block times for lunch and other activities. Quickly schedule appointments by using the “�nd open 
time slot” feature to schedule by color, template, or other options. Also, create monthly goals, email appointment reminders 
and much more.**

Document Center.  Electronically accept patient/sta� signatures on documents and consent forms. Create, organize, 
capture, and store multiple items, from EOB’s to treatment plans, patient insurance cards, driver’s licenses,  ID cards, image 
�les, and PDF’s. **

Time Clock.  Full-featured employee time and attendance tracking software.**

Anatomically Correct Charting.  This all-new advanced clinical charting screen is the easiest-to-use, and sexiest charting 
screen available in today’s market. Nothing compares to it!!! 

Updated User Interface.   Updated screens with modern colors, easy-to-read icons, and easy-to-see fonts all come together 
to make DentiMax 18 the easiest-to-use and most visually appealing dental software on the market!

Improved MultiCode Functionality.  Create even bigger code groupings that allow up to 16 procedure codes and assign  
them their own designated time unit for auto scheduling.  This allows you to treatment plan and schedule arch removal for 
the whole mouth and other multi-procedures with just two mouse clicks. You can also now designate deafult teeth 
numbers, surfaces, or quadrants in your MultiCodes too!

Enhanced Patient Journal.  Your updated patient journal will now automatically track not only who created the note and 
date stamp, but also allows for categories and printing.  You can also search for notes by date range, key word(s) and even 
by user.

Intra-o�ce Messaging.  This feature has been enhanced to allow you to send messages to a speci�c user, instead of work 
station, regardless of what computer they happened to be logged into. Send and respond to group messages, private 
messages, and view the complete histories of conversation by senders/receivers.  

Fully Integrated Texting.  Activate the patient texting feature, already fully ingratiated in your software, by purchasing 
DentiMax All Access or enrolling in one of our a la carte texting options.

Display Insurance Used.  From the patient ledger, hover your mouse over “insurance used / pending” and the remaining 
amount of the patient insurance maximum will “pop up” without clicking. 

Display Total Billed for a Claim.  From the patient ledger, hover your mouse over a claim, and the total dollars billed for 
that claim will “pop up.”

Display Total Payment.  From the patient ledger, hover your mouse over an individual line item/distribution of the 
payment, and the total dollar amount paid will “pop up.”

VIP Patient. Limit patient record access to sta� with lower security/password levels by marking a patient as a VIP to hide 
their address, email, and phone numbers. 

Deceased Patients.  Mark patients as deceased to remove them from your appointment list as well as other lists. You will 
also get an automatic alert when you open that patient record in anyway. 

Medical History.  Autostamp and display the date and time when a medical alert was originally entered and the date it was 
last modi�ed.

Duplicate Patient Noti�cation.  When creating new patient records, from either the appointment book or the patient list, 
DentiMax will warn you if the patient record might already exist.

Online Insurance Eligibility.   Search with keywords to �nd the exact insurance eligibility information you are looking for, 
like the insurance max.  You can now also print out or electronically save your entire eligibility response.***

Deductible Calculation.  The patient insurance deductible is now calculated using the highest priced procedure from the 
corresponding insurance claim. This will maximize your patient’s insurance bene�ts and minimize their out of pocket 
expenses.



Order Your DentiMax 18 Upgrade Today! Call (844) 883-4834

*Purchase these items individually, a la carte, with your DentiMax Classic Upgrade, or get all of them all with the DentiMax All Access Plan.

** If you already own an older version of this software module, you do not need to purchase it again.  Your DentiMax 18 upgrade will automatically 
upgrade the features of this software module (at no additional expense beyond the DentiMax 18 upgrade price).  Conversely, if you don’t own this 
software module and want the corresponding features the module o�ers, then you will need to purchase it.

***The Online Eligibility feature requires enrollment/additional fees with either DentalExchange clearinghouse (800-576-6412 Ext. 455) or the APEX EDI 
clearinghouse (800-840-9152 Ext. 330).

+ Also requires the Document Center and Signature Pad.

++ Integrated credit card processing requires enrollment/additional fees

Name Treatment Plans.  Give each treatment plan its own unique name.  For example, name one treatment plan “Implant 
Option” and another “Bridge Option” for easy identi�cation and selection of plan options. 

Accept/Decline Treatment.  Record patient signatures on  accepted or declined treatment plans and designate treatment 
planned items as being declined +

Enhanced Recall Tracking.  Track the last three dates a recall procedure was used and record a unique note for each recall 
procedure (by insurance plan). You are also able to jump to each family member’s recall details screen with one click. 

Display Future Appointments.  When creating a new patient appointment, the software will display all future 
appointments for that patient.

Payment Plan Link to Appointment.  If a patient has a payment plan, their corresponding payment plan can be accessed 
directly from any of their appointments, in addition to showing the payment plan balance.

Payment Plan Statement.  You can now print Payment Plan statements directly from the Payment Plan screen.

Updated Security.  We’ve doubled the number of security levels available to use and added new security settings, like not 
allowing backdating of transactions.

Comprehensive Audit Trail.   DentiMax now tracks virtual every new or changed record in the software and gives you the 
ability to view these changes by user and patient for more audit power.

New and Updated Reports.  Over a dozen new reports have been added, including:  Planned &  Scheduled Treatment, 
Patient Retention, Scheduling Statistics, Inactive Patients, Payment Plan List, Suggested Follow Up by Procedure Code, 
Appointment Card, Patient Referral Thank You, Insurance Address Mailing Label, and easier to read and understand 
statements, and more.

Delete Multiple Treatment Items.  From the Clinical Charting screen, you can now delete multiple procedures and/or 
conditions at one time.

Integrated CC Processing Module. Process your credit cards right through the DentiMax software and email your 
patients a receipt! You can also set up auto charges and payment plans, as well as have your patients pay you online.++

Prevent Backdated  Transactions.  Use this new security setting to keep your sta� from backdating patient payments (a 
common embezzlement method).

Name Billings.  Create descriptions for your billings for easy identi�cation.  For example, you could name one  billing “car 
accident” and use this billing to record the procedures and payments associated with a car accident separately from their 
regular dental treatment.

ICD9 / ICD10 Billing Expansion.  Seamlessly add the appropriate diagnosis codes to a planned or completed procedure 
and it will carry over onto your CMS or ADA claim form.  

View Claim Details.  From the claims screen, you can now view  procedure code detail for each claim without ever having 
to actually open the claim.

Change Claim Status.  From the claims screen, you can now change the status of multiple claims in bulk.  For example, 
you could easily change three claims, at one time, from “Billed” back to “Ready to Bill.”

Remove Procedures from a Claim.  From the ledger, double click on a procedure code and remove it quickly from an  
insurance claim without ever opening the claim.

Dock Clinical Charting Tabs.  Permanently move and dock Clinical Notes, X-Ray Images and other tabs to the righthand 
side of the Clinical Charting screen.
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